The Turks Head, Low Road,
Hasketon. IP13 6JG

1.

From The Green take the path
along Woodbridge Road, with St
Mary’s church on your left until
reaching the B1079 road. (410m)

2.

For safety take the pathway
through Lyttleton Meadow rejoining B1079 at the far end.
Cross the road and follow path to
short Cul de Sac as main road
rises. Take the path on the left as
you enter. (200m)

3.

On entering the field go diagonally to the right crossing a bridge
over the River Lark to gate on far
side. Go through the gate and
turn right keeping close to the
hedge. After passing through the
next gate continue in the same
direction until passing over a covered ditch, then go left to a gate
in the hedge. (470m)

01394 610343
info@theturksheadhasketon.co.uk
Opening times: Monday – Thursday

11:00 until 23:00

Food 12:00 – 15:00 and 18:00 – 21:00
Friday

11:00 until 00:00

Food 12:00 – 15:00 and 18:00 – 21:00
Saturday

10:00 until 00:00

Food 10:00 -15:00 and 18:00 - 21:00

Sunday
Food 12:00 – 17:00

11:00 until 20:00

Walk E
Short walk approximately 2.7km from St Mary’s
Church, Grundisburgh with views across the River
Lark.
Can be muddy in places, not suitable for pushchairs
or wheelchairs.
The route also available to download and follow on
Smartphone free of charge at

4.

In this field take a line that continues straight heading for the corner of a hedge that can be seen
at the top of the rise. A wooden
bench can be found here to enjoy
the views. From the bench continue along the edge of the field

with hedge on your left, pass
through two hedges until a wood
can be seen in front of you. (220m)
5.

Pass across the field to the bottom
edge of the wood, then walk around
the bottom of the wood until a footpath sign is found pointing across
the next field. Take the path across
this field to reach Mill Lane, the pole
should be on your left. (590m)

6.

Reaching Mill Road take the path
directly opposite you and continue in
a straight line until you reach Low
Road. (150m).

7.

On joining the road continue straight
along to road until reaching The
Turks Head which will be on your
left where drinks and refreshments
may be obtained. (630m)

Please follow the Countryside Code
whilst on this walk, especially: •

Take litter home with you

•

Dogs to be kept on leads, horses are
stabled adjacent to this walk, there are
also working farms with livestock in
the area

•

Take dog excreta away to ensure others can enjoy the walk.

•

Do not damage trees and other vegetation as these provide valuable habitat for the wild life.

•

Care must be taken on the roads, they
are relatively quiet but agricultural vehicles use them at all times of the day.

•

Stay on the designated footpaths.
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